Cleaning - Vertical Blinds
Fabric Vanes
To clean Luxaflex® fabric vertical blinds we recommend you follow the guidelines given with respect to the protective layer that gives the vanes
stiffness and durability. The cleaning advice strongly depends on the fabric type. If you are not sure which type you have purchased please ask your dealer.
Fabric types:
Classic, Comfort, Ecostyle Dust-Block, Globe, Globe Sanaplus, Globe Structure, Panorama, Unisoft
These fabrics may be washed in the washing machine. We advise you to do this no more than once or twice a year otherwise the protective layer will be affected.
Cleaning procedure:
Remove the vanes from the headrail. Roll the vanes up (around a plastic roll) after removing the bottom plates and linking chains, fasten the roll with
tacking cotton or elastic and place in a pillowcase. Select a wool programme at 30°C and use a non-synthetic detergent. After washing, rinse the slats well,
but do not spin-dry. Hang the vanes back on the rail to drip-dry, with the bottom plates re-inserted uppermost.
The vanes may be ironed under a damp cloth (at a polyester setting).
Atlas Sheer, Beam, Concept, Cosmic Dust-block, Crepe, Daya, Essentials Dust-block, Fleurine, Guirlande, Indivar, Kiran, Meridian, Motion, Ray, Romeo, Solo sheer
These fabrics may be hand-washed in lukewarm water – DO NOT wash in a washing machine
Cleaning procedure:
Remove the vanes from the headrail. Roll the slats up (around a plastic roll) without the bottom plates and linking chain, fasten the roll with tacking cotton
or elastic. Make lukewarm suds, definitely no hotter than 30°C, using a non-synthetic detergent. Immerse the vanes and soak them for up to 30 minutes.
Rinse with cold water. Hang the vanes back on the rail to drip-dry with the bottom plates reinserted uppermost. The vanes may be ironed under
a damp cloth (at polyester setting).
Alaska, Antares, Aruna, Aurora, Aziza, Bergamo, Corona, Crepe Metal, Elaine, Elegance, Elements, Irlande, Irlande burn-out, Makenna, Memphis Grace,
Microscreen, Moana, NRG1, NRG 3, Perla Topar®, Prelude Topar® Plus, Prestige Black-out, Prestige Dim-out, Silkan, Solo Burn-out, Status, Status Flex,
Unico, Vinera, Zenit
These materials can be cleaned with a soft brush or a sponge - they should NOT be washed in a washing machine and DO NOT immerse in water.
Cleaning procedure:
Make lukewarm suds, up to 30°C, using a non-synthetic detergent.Clean the vanes carefully with a soft brush without removing them from the rail.
BEWARE! If you scrub too long and too hard you will damage the protective layer on the vanes.
You can have vertical blinds cleaned by a professional cleaning company that uses ultrasonic cleaning techniques.

Cleaning - Vertical Blinds
Panel
These materials can be cleaned with a soft brush or a sponge - they should NOT be washed in a washing machine and DO NOT immerse in water.
Cleaning procedure:
Make lukewarm suds, up to 30°C, using a non-synthetic detergent
Clean the fabric of the vanes carefully with a soft brush, not the wooden or aluminium part, without removing them from the rail.
BEWARE! If you scrub too long and too hard you will damage the protective layer on the vanes.

Aluminium Vanes
Aluminium Vertical Blinds can be simply cleaned with a duster or a damp cloth.
PLEASE NOTE! If you scrub too long and too hard you will damage the protective layer on the vanes.
You can also have vertical blinds cleaned by a professional cleaning firm that uses ultrasonic cleaning techniques.

PVC Vanes
PVC Vertical Blinds can be simply cleaned with a duster or a damp cloth.
PLEASE NOTE! If you scrub too long and too hard you will damage the protective layer on the vanes.
You can also have vertical blinds cleaned by a professional cleaning firm that uses ultrasonic cleaning techniques.

